Adaptive experiments with a multivariate Elo-type algorithm.
The present article introduces the multivariate Elo-type algorithm (META), which is inspired by the Elo rating system, a tool for the measurement of the performance of chess players. The META is intended for adaptive experiments with correlated traits. The relationship of the META to other existing procedures is explained, and useful variants and modifications are discussed. The META was investigated within three simulation studies. The gain in efficiency of the univariate Elo-type algorithm was compared to standard univariate procedures; the impact of using correlational information in the META was quantified; and the adaptability to learning and fatigue was investigated. Our results show that the META is a powerful tool to efficiently control task performance in a short time period and to assess correlated traits. The R code of the simulations, the implementation of the META in MATLAB, and an example of how to use the META in the context of neuroscience are provided in supplemental materials.